This file is ZC-Violations.pdf, and it shows how ineffectually rules and
regulations are enforced, if ever, by corrupt and dysfunctional sofficials,
even when violations were sweeping, and most flagrant and egregious.
More Commandments, rules and regulations will not solve the fundamental,
deep-rooted and pervasive problem of corrupt Party officials taking the lead
in preying on workers and plundering small businesses with total impunity.
The complete Zeng Case Report, ZCR1p2.ZIP, is a zipped file, consistig of the
following listed documents 1. through 5. (Recommendation: One should read ZCReport.pdf together with ZC-Exhibits.pdf first. The reading of ZC-Violations can be
done last, as while it exposes massive and deliberate official trampling and violation of
rules and regulations of CCP (Chinese Communist Party) by party members. While it
is insightful in exposing Party dysfunction and widespread corruption, and observance
of Commandments in the breach, it can be rather lengthy. ZC-Shocking.pdf gives a
summary and refresher of the shocking aspects of the Case).

1.
2.
3.
4.

Report on the Zeng Brothers’ Case, ZC-Report.pdf
Annotated Exhibits, ZC-Exhibits.pdf
Violations, ZC-Violations.pdf (You’re reading it now)
Shocking Aspects, ZC-Shocking.pdf

CCP (Chinese Community Party) Commandments
Are Flouted & Observed In Their Flagrant Breach
In 2017, CCP introduced 100 Commandments For Its Members.
These 100 Commandments are supposed to be strictly followed.
Are the Commandments for real? Or merely for show? You decide.
GHEG OFFICIALS’ GRAVE VIOLATIONS OF PARTY COMMANDMENTS:
Ironically, GHEG officials, in doing the criminal acts detailed in the accompanying
Zeng Case Report, file name ZC-Report.pdf, have deliberately violated numerous of
the 100 CCP (Chinese Communist Party) Commandments (中共党员的 100 条禁令)
that GHEG officials (who are certainly CCP members, especially those in the upper
echelons of GHEG management) must observe, namely:
(#01) Chapter 1, Section 10: Thou shalt not form collusive groups to gain political
power and capital (第一章：政治纪律; 10.严禁搞团团伙伙、捞取政治资本). By
partnering with one another to gain political power and clout that have ensured their
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impunity, the collusive GHEG officials who engaged in the criminal acts as detailed in
this Report have certainly violated the above Commandment.
(#02) Chapter 1, Section 11: Thou shalt not act against any policy of the CCP or
national government (第一章：政治纪律; 11.严禁对抗党和国家政策). By
partnering with one another to engage in the criminal acts and atrocities as detailed in
this Report, which acts were clearly against the policies of both the CCP and the
central government, the GHEG officials have certainly violated the above
Commandment.
(#03) Chapter 1, Section 20: Thou shalt not act against principles or scruples so as to
present false facade of harmony or AOK. (第一章：政治纪律; 20.严禁党员领导干
部搞无原则一团和气). By planning, coordinating and participating in the criminal
acts as detailed in this Report, and engaged in subsequent condonations and cover-ups,
the GHEG officials have certainly acted against basic moral and ethical principles and
very unscrupulously so, but went far beyond to to hide their grave crimes and silence
their victims in the Zeng Case, so as to purposely create and deliberately present a
totally false facade of harmony and propriety to cover up their enormous crimes and
atrocities.
(#04) Chapter 1, Section 21: Thou shalt not act against the good customs, practices and
traditions of CCP, including rules and regulations that are routinely applicable. (第一
章：政治纪律; 21.严禁违反党的优良传统和工作惯例等党的规矩). By collusively
engaging in massive embezzlement, graft and racketeering, with subsequent cover-ups,
the criminal GHEG officials have certainly acted against CCP’s good customs,
practices and applicable rules and regulations.
(#05) Chapter 2, Section 22: Thou shalt not act autocratically as to abuse power of
office. (第二章：组织纪律; 22.严禁个人专权擅断). By exerting the power and
athority of their status as provincial government officials of GHEG to effect their
collusive crimes and atrocities, with subsequent cover-up, and knowing fully well of
their extremely ugly, criminal conduct as government officials, each of the criminal
GHEG officials thus acted to abuse the power of their respective offices, and also acted
autocratically in that they knew they had no right or authority to perpetrate
embezzlement, graft, racketeering and official gangsterism against their already
severely victimized and aggrieved victims.
(#06) Chapter 2, Section 23: Thou shalt not refuse to carry out the orders and decisions
of higher level CCP organizations. (第二章：组织纪律; 23.严禁下级党组织拒不执
行上级党组织决定). It is clear that pre-existing orders and decisions of higher levels
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of CCP were against official engagement in graft or corruption, including acts of
gangsterism and violent atrocities on public. By collusively engaging in massive
embezzlement, graft and racketeering, with subsequent employment of inhuman
violence to cow pre-victimized workers so as to silence them with terror, and extensive
subsequent cover-ups, the GHEG officials have certainly not only refused to carry out,
but in fact acted against, the existing orders and decisions of higher levels of CCP that
expressly prohibited official criminality, corruption and cover-up
(#07) Chapter 2, Section 25: Thou shalt not fail to follow applicable rules and
regulations or requirements of office, to report to higher levels of CCP and seek advice
and instructions on issues, matters or problems of importance or substance. (第二章：
组织纪律; 25. 严禁不按照有关规定或者工作要求向组织请示报告重大问题、重
大事项). It is clear that criminal GHEG officials violated this Commandment by not
only failing to report or seek advice on their extensive criminal acts, but to the
contrary, knowingly and deliberately engaged in concealment and cover-up, thus
knowingly and deliberately acted against this Commandment.
(#08) Chapter 2, Section 26: Thou shalt not fail to truthfully report on any issues or
matters [of significance] that are relevant to, or that relates to, oneself. (第二章：组织
纪律; 26. 严禁不如实报告个人有关事项). It is clear that criminal GHEG officials
violated this Commandment by not only failing to report on their active personal
involvement in the crimes and atrocities detailed in this Report, but to the contrary,
aggressively and successfully concealed and covered up all personal wrongdoings, and
in collusion and cooperation with other criminal GHEG officials.
(#09) Chapter 2, Section 27: Thou shalt not falsify or present false information or
material contained in any dossier that pertains to any individual including oneself.
(第二章：组织纪律; 27. 严禁对个人档案资料弄虚作假). It is clear that criminal
GHEG officials violated this Commandment by falsifying the dossier on themselves
and others. In that they failed to reveal the active personal involvement in the crimes
and atrocities detailed in this Report, in their own dossiers and those other officials, as
part of their cover-up efforts. The net result is sanitizing their own criminal records
and those of others who were partners in crime. The resultant information in the
dossiers are therefore doctored and false. The criminal GHEG officials thus not only
failed the Commandment, but knowingly and willfully went against it in the boldest
and most brazen manner.
(#10) Chapter 2, Section 29: Thou shalt not join, participate in, initiate or form gangs,
groups or organizations that are illegal by their nature, nor shalt thou join or participate
in other organizations formed by clansmen, alumni, or past military associates.
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(第二章：组织纪律; 29.严禁违规组织、参加自发成立的老乡会、校友会、战友
会 ). It is clear that criminal GHEG officials violated this Commandment by their longterm participation and partnership in racketeering, embezzlement, graft and
gangsterism. The violation is particularly serious because their active participation,
unlike alumni groups, is focused on profiteering, racketeering and violent crimes of
intimidation and extortion.
(#11) Chapter 2, Section 30: Thou shalt not make false accusations, or cause others
harm intentionally, maliciously, fraudulently, or through inducement or entrapment.
(第二章：组织纪律; 30.严禁诬告陷害他人). It is clear that criminal GHEG officials
had violated this Commandment by their pre-arranged sham lawsuits, their fraudulent
inducement of Zeng Brothers and the workers to come to GuiZhou Province to work
for nothing and to be robbed and plundered instead, their frauds and embezzlements of
Zeng Brothers’ reimbursements and compensation, and their pocketing of worker’s
salaries and entrapping their victims into enslavement without compensation and
rapacious plunder of money, assets and properties of Zeng Brothers, and finally their
extreme inhumanity in sadistically bludgeoning their aggrieved victims so as to further
terrorize them into total silence. The violations were extreme and orders of magnitude
worse and more atrocious than what is prohibited here by the foregoing
Commandment.
(#12) Chapter 2, Section 34: Thou shalt not champion for, promote or appoint
unmeritorious or unqualified cadres, or act in contravention of applicable rules and
regulations. (第二章：组织纪律; 34.严禁违反规定选拔任用干部 ). It is clear that
criminal GHEG officials boldly violated this Commandment by the numerosity of the
criminal and violent officials that GHEG not only hired but in large scale, and
organized and commanded this private army of violent criminals and drilled them in
their inhuman, sadistic, sudden and ferocious attacks on peaceable and meritorious
workers as detailed earlier in this Report. The fact that none of the criminal officials
were ever punished to this day is unsurprising because the criminal minions were
certainly under orders to do their dirty gangster work. Instead, the criminal GHEG
officials have been condoned, shielded and covered up on their inhuman atrocities by
higher levels at GHEG, having done what the bosses wanted.
(#13) Chapter 2, Section 35: Thou shalt not try to profit from job hirings and
promotions in any way or manner, including setting up or agreeing to quid pro quo
arrangements.
(第二章：组织纪律; 35.严禁在晋升等工作中违反规定谋取利益). It is clear that
vicious criminals and gangsters were calculatedly, systematically and deliberately hired
by GHEG management and in large numbers. It is obvious that, devoid of any merit,
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except expertise and propensity for crime and violence. It is equally obvious that under
normal circumstances, these the criminals would not ever have been hired as
government officials and employees, except in corrupt government entities like GHEG,
and for secret quid pro quo arrangements that have nothing to do with job qualification
or merit. All the violent crimes perpetrated by the criminal GHEG officials were
calculated to perfect the embezzlement, craft, extortion, intimidation and cover-up of
the plunder of both public (taxpayer) and private funds, assets and properties, as
detailed earlier in this Report. US$millions were plundered and defrauded from Zeng
Brothers and the victim workers or top of even large sums grafted from taxpayers and
government. This Commandment has clearly and thoroughly been violated, and gone
against.
(#14) Chapter 2, Section 36: Thou shalt not use falsehood, fraud or deceit to procure
jobs, ranks, offices, titles, or their associated benefits, either for oneself or for others.
(第二章：组织纪律; 36.严禁弄虚作假骗取职务职级等利益 ). It is clear that GHEG
management has violated this Commandment by hiring criminals and gangsters who
are clearly unqualifed for any job with GHEG, simply on account of their criminality.
They were hired nonetheless, precisely because GHEG management had already
decided that criminals were what they needed to prey on small businesses and ordinary
workers. Thus not only the criminal officials of GHEG that were hired and promoted,
by concealing the negative and fabricating the positive, but also the management levels
of GHEG that hired them, have knowingly colluded in the frauds and purposely
violated this Commandment.
(#15) Chapter 2, Section 37: Thou shalt not cultivate individuals to pass as CCP
members in contravention of applicable rules and regulations.
(第二章：组织纪律; 37.严禁违反规定发展党员). It is clear that GHEG management
have willfully violated this Commandment by hiring criminals and gangsters as
qualified provincial government officials for GHEG which would help ease or qualify
their CCP membership if not yet realized. These criminals are clearly unqualifed for
any job with GHEG, simply on account of their criminality. They were hired
nonetheless, despite lack of merit, precisely because GHEG management had already
decided that criminals were what they truly needed to prey on small businesses and
ordinary workers. It is likely that all these criminal officials were cultivated for CCP
membership qualification by GHEG management to pass CCP membership
requirements, in order to assist and support one another and facilitate their employment
and job promotions. Thus not only the criminal officials of GHEG that were hired and
promoted, but also the management echelons of GHEG that hired them, that have
knowingly and purposely violated this Commandment.
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(#16) Chapter 3, Section 41: Thou shalt not derive profit from your office, official
rank, title, power or authority, through quid pro quo arrangements that provide benefit
to others. It does not matter whether the profit, benefit or consideration is received by
you directly, through relatives, or other connected person or specially designated third
party. (第三章：廉洁纪律; 41.严禁以权为他人牟利, 本人亲属或特定关系人收受
财物). It is clear that GHEG management has violated this Commandment by
engaging in collusive embezzlement, graft, racketeering, extortion and plunder of
public and private funds, assets, properties, services and labor. The collusion provides,
one just one modest tunnel project alone, US$millions in illicit profits to all the
participants in the official criminal racket, including higher ups that provide
subsequent cover-up, shielding and impunity.
(#17) Chapter 3, Section 42: Thou shalt not use thy office, official rank, title, power or
authority, through reciprocal arrangements with others with power and authority, to
exchange mutual favors. It does not matter whether money is exchanged, or whether
the favors or benefits are meant for the two parties directly, or for relatives, or some
other connected or specially designated third parties.
(第三章：廉洁纪律; 42.严禁权权交易、为对方或其亲属、特定关系人谋取利益).
It is clear that GHEG management has violated this Commandment by hiring
unqualifed and unmeritorious individuals with criminal values as government officials
that work at GHEG. The facts revealed that more than 40 violent, criminal GHEG
officials had been rendering gangland-style services to GHEG management as part of
their job requirements for continued employment and even promotions. There was
clearly abundant quid pro quo and reciprocity between GHEG management and the
violent criminals dubbed and garbed as officials of GHEG. The Commandment
violation here is particularly flagrant due to the extremely inhuman and sadistic nature
of the violence and terror that were meted out to totally meritorious but defenseless
worker victims, solely to preemptively silence them from airing their grievances or
whistle-blowing, through a cold-blooded and premeditated campaign of ganglandstype violence and terror, and psychological horror.
(#18) Chapter 3, Section 43: Thou shalt not ever indulge, or condone, relatives,
sidekicks or colleagues to capitalize on thy office, power or authority to derive any
gain, advantage or benefit.
(第三章：廉洁纪律; 43. 严禁纵容、默许亲属和身边工作人员利用本人职权谋取
利益). It is clear that GHEG management has violated this Commandment by at the
least approving, if not also initiating and planning, the violent attacks on defenseless
workers. Secondly, GHEG management then used their office, power and authority to
not just condone and ratify their criminal subordinate’s violences and terror, but also to
cover-up the matter and provide impunity. All these are very substantial benefits to the
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violent, criminal GHEG officials who acted on orders of their higher-ups, no doubt.
Were it not for the blatant violation of this Commandment, the criminal officials would
have been heavily fined and behind bars for years, rather than being unscathed, with
never even a slap on their wrists, and sharing the US$millions that they and their
collusive colleagues plundered from Zeng Brothers and the workers, on top of many
more US$millions they embezzled and grafted from public funds earmarked for the
Tunnels project. The GHEG management’s higher-ups are equally guilty with their
willful inaction and condonation.
(#19) Chapter 3, Section 44: Thou shalt not accept gifts, cash, gift cards, or items of
like nature. (第三章：廉洁纪律; 44.严禁违规收受礼品、礼金、消费卡). It is
clear that GHEG management has more than violated this Commandment, both in
spirit and in substance, and on a far larger scale and with far worse criminal conduct.
Rather than just passively accepting gifts, cash or gift cards that are typically small
amounts in cash value, criminal GHEG officials were aiming for many US$millions
for small projects, and likely sums in the US$billions for large projects. Thus it was
unsurprising that GHEG officials actively and aggressively defrauded, entrapped and
plundered US$millions from Zeng Brothers and the workers on one modest Tunnels
project alone. They further compounded their crimes by calculatedly and ferociously
beating up their aggrieved victims and maiming them so as to terrorize them into total
horror and resignation, and silence. The criminal conduct of GHEG officials and
management were thus orders of magnitude worse in gravity and atrocity than the
prohibitions of this Commandment, which is most flagrantly violated, and by orders of
magnitude greater in severity and atrociousness.
(#20) Chapter 3, Section 45: Thou shalt not present gift or equivalent to any public
official, his/her relatives, or other connected person or designated individual for such
purposes. (第三章：廉洁纪律; 45. 严禁违规向从事公务人员或其亲属、特定关系
人送礼). It is clear that GHEG management and their colluding criminal officials have
far more than violated this Commandment, both in spirit and in substance, and on a far
larger scale and with far worse criminality. Rather than presenting gifts, these criminal
GHEG officials and their collusive higher-ups simply share the US$millions they
embezzled, grafted and plundered. Thus, in terms of size of gift, the violation here is
orders of magnitude larger. In terms of gifting, the situation in the Zeng Case is also
orders of magnitude worse in that it has gone far beyond the prohibited occasional
gifting and has become a gigantic, routine profit-sharing racket which does not
passively wait for small gifts but actively, aggressively and rapaciously defraud,
entrap, extort and plunder US$millions from their victims in the the Tunnels project
alone, plus many US$millions more from the numerous other projects “administered”
by GHEG. Even for a modest Tunnels project, the criminal official racketeers simply
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divided the US$millions in illicit windfalls among themselves and take their
respective shares as a matter of right and routine, efficiently achieving the prohibited
act and result, without even the need or bother to buy and present small gifts.
(#21) Chapter 3, Section 48: Thou shalt not procure, possess or actually use any of a
variety of gift cards or equivalent that are received against applicable rules and
regulations. (第三章：廉洁纪律; 48. 严禁违规取得、持有、实际使用各种消费
卡). It is clear that GHEG management and their colluding criminal colleagues have
more than violated this Commandment, both in spirit and in substance, and on a far
larger scale and with far worse criminality. Rather than getting gift cards, these
criminal GHEG officials and their collusive higher-ups simply carve up the
US$millions or more in windfalls they grafted, embezzled and plundered from each
public works project. Thus, in terms of size of gift, the violation here is orders of
magnitude greater. In terms of manner of gaining financial benefit, the situation in the
Zeng Case is also orders of magnitude far worse in that it has gone far beyond the
prohibited occasional receipt and has in fact become a huge, routine, profit-poaching
racket that does not passively await small gifts but actively, aggressively and
rapaciously defraud, entrap, extort and plunder US$millions from their victims in the
the Tunnels project alone, plus many US$millions more from the numerous other
projects “overseen” or “administered” by GHEG. The criminal GHEG official
racketeers simply apportion the US$millions in illicit windfalls among themselves and
take their respective shares as a matter of right and routine, efficiently achieving the
prohibited act and result, without even the need to procure any gift card, which pales
into total insignificance in the face of the routine US$millions or more from each
public works project.
(#22) Chapter 3, Section 50: Thou shalt not start, participate in ,or manage any
commercial, business or corporate enterprise, against applicable CCP rules and
regulations. (第三章：廉洁纪律; 50. 严禁违规经商办企业). It is clear that the
GHEG management and their colluding criminal officials have more than violated this
Commandment, both in spirit and in substance. Not only the criminal officials were
participating and managing an extremely profitable venture, they were in fact using
government resources, and their power and authority as government officials to run
their own private, crime syndicate that focuses on and specializes in financial and labor
racketeering. Thus this Commandment was severely violated in that the criminal
GHEG officials were not just running their own for-personal-profit enterprise. Rather
the criminal GHEG officials were running an astoundingly profitable but extremely
criminal and violent racket of embezzlement, graft, racketeering, extreme physical
violence and terror, extortion and and robbery, preying on the private sector as well as
looting public funds.
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(#23) Chapter 3, Section 52: Thou shalt not use thy office, power, authority or
influence to procure favors and benefits for the business activities of relatives,
connected persons or other designated individuals who are to be the beneficiaries,
against applicable CCP rules and regulations.
(第三章：廉洁纪律; 52.严禁违规为亲属或特定关系人经营活动谋取利益). It is
clear that GHEG management and their colluding criminal officials have more than
violated this Commandment, both in spirit and in substance. The criminal GHEG
officials were in fact running an astoundingly profitable, criminal racket that focuses
on and specializes in official embezzlement, graft, racketeering, extortion and
gangsterism. Moreover, the benefits were mutual and direct, with their connection
being one of participation, and as stake-holders, and derived and facilitated from their
government office, official capacity, title, authority and power. The criminal
participants are also the connected persons and designated beneficiaries to one another,
prohibited by the Commandment. Their criminal racket and their criminal acts are
clearly against applicable CCP rules and regulations.
(#24) Chapter 3, Section 53: Thou shalt not moonlight or take up additional
employment, against applicable CCP rules and regulations.
(第三章：廉洁纪律; 53.严禁违规兼职). It is clear that GHEG management and their
colluding criminal officials have more than violated this Commandment, both in spirit
and in substance. The criminal GHEG officials were in fact deriving enormous income
outside of their regular salaries as provincial government officials running GHEG, with
their own private, criminal racket of enormous profitability. Thus the criminal GHEG
officials were more than moonlighting and taking up additional employment, which is
normally contrary to applicable rules and regulations. The fact that their moonlighting
activities were based on their own criminal enterprise and have been focusing on and
specializing in official embezzlement, graft, racketeering, extortion and gangsterism
make their violation of this Commandment particularly criminal, flagrant and severe.
(#25) Chapter 3, Section 56: Thou shalt not seek special treatment or favors for thyself,
thy relatives, connected persons, or designated individuals, against applicable CCP
rules and regulations.
(第三章：廉洁纪律; 56. 严禁违规为本人、亲属和特定关系人谋求特殊待遇). It is
clear that GHEG management and their colluding criminal officials, colleagues,
minions and even superiors who shield them, have more than violated this
Commandment, both in spirit and in substance. The criminal GHEG officials were
condoning and supporting one another for their continuing criminal activities, and gave
each other special treatment and favors by condoning and shielding their own and
others’ crimes and trampling applicable laws, rules and regulations against official
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misconduct, not to mention official atrocities and racketeering crimes that they have
approved or engaged in, which were absolutely against applicable CCP rules and
regulations. As partners in crime, all said criminal GHEG officials were connected
persons, and also designated beneficiaries of their own financial racketeering, and their
subseqent condonation and cover-up for one another, all of which were special
treatment and favors the criminal GHEG officials gave one another in violation of the
Commandment.
(#26) Chapter 3, Section 58: Thou shalt not use the authority and power of thy
government office to misappropriate or plunder money, funds, assets or properties, be
they public or private in nature or origin).
(第三章：廉洁纪律; 58. 严禁利用职权侵占公私财物). By the very wording of this
Commandment, its prohibition is absolute, independent of any applicable CCP rules
and regulations. It is clear that GHEG management and their colluding criminal
officials have flagrantly violated this Commandment, both in spirit and in substance.
The criminal GHEG officials had cheated, defrauded, entrapped and plundered Zeng
Brothers of funds, capital, borrowed monies, assets, properties, buildings, managerial
salaries, and fair and reasonable business profits. In the process the criminal and
rapacious GHEG officials swiftly destroyed and bankrupted in just 19 months a
successful construction firm that took its owners 20 years to painstakingly built up and
that could employ 200 or more full-time construction workers each year but for the
rapacious, criminal government officials of GHEG who acted as ruthless robbers and
plunderers. In addtion, said criminal GHEG officials also duped, defrauded,
entrapped, robbed and enslaved the 200+ highly capable and meritorious construction
workers whom the criminal GHEG officials starved with over a year of unpaid wage
arrears worth US$millions. Thirdly, said criminal GHEG officials preemptively
bludgeoned their aggrieved workers with absolutely inhuman, sadistic, violence and
terror to further cow them into total despair, resignation, horror and silence, in order to
prevent the victim workers from ever airing the atrocious inhumanity these ruthless
criminal GHEG officials perpetrated against them. Fourthly, said criminal GHEG
officials even staged a sham lawsuit to perfect their crimes of fleecing every cent from
Zeng Brothers, including not just all their victims’ own money and assets but even the
US$millions in loans the Zeng Brothers borrowed to undertake the Tunnels building
project. The orchestrated sham lawsuit and resultant miscarriage of justice even
enabled said criminal officials of GHEG and GHEG itself to seize, without any
compensation, the seven buildings erected by Zeng Brothers to house the 200+
workers. What these cold-blooded criminal GHEG officials did were nothing less than
crimes against humanity, if not far worse, given that the crimes were perpetrated not
during war, but in supposedly peaceful times of law and order. Fifthly, in robbing
Zeng Brothers of their US$millions, the criminal GHEG officials double-dipped by
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also embezzling and grafting US$millions more from taxpayers’ funds earmarked for
the Tunnels Project. To this day, not one cent has ever been paid to Zeng Brothers by
GHEG or its officials who pocked US$millions from Zeng Brothers and even more
from public budgets funded by taxpayer dollars. It is extremely obvious that what the
criminal GHEG officials had done were not only in grave violation of the above
Commandment but also orders of magnitude more criminal and atrocious than the
drafter of said Commandment anticipated and sought to prevent.
(#27) Chapter 3, Section 59: Thou shalt not use the authority and power of thy
government office to utilize public properties and facilities in ways and manners, and
for purposes that are against applicable CCP rules and regulations.
(第三章：廉洁纪律; 59.严禁利用职权违规使用公物). It is extremely obvious that
GHEG management and their colluding criminal officials have more than violated this
Commandment, both in spirit and in substance. The criminal GHEG officials would
not have been able to commit their numerous high official crimes of embezzlement,
graft and outright extortion and robbery, and their official atrocities of extreme
violence, inhuman savagery and sadism, without the authority, power and resources of
their government offices at their disposal. The criminal gang of GHEG officials were
thus clearly using and utilizing the various resources of their government offices,
including GHEG assets, properties and facilities such as offices, desks, chairs, phones,
stationery, etc. and most importantly, manpower, to scheme and plot out and
subsequently coordinate and execute their various nefarious crimes to line their private
pockets with illicit windfalls that easily run into US$millions or much more in each
modest project. Indeed, without the aura and halo that they borrowed from their
government offices, which they had readily sold short and destroyed totally by their
crimes and atrocities, they would have been nobody but despised ruffians and
gangsters, and their criminal schemes would never have succeeded. Without the
resources of manpower, buildings, offices and facilities, the GHEG officials’ numerous
criminal activities would not have been successful. Thus it is clear that said criminal
GHEG officials have most definitely, indeed gravely and treacherously, violated the
above Commandment.
(#28) Chapter 3, Section 61: Thou shalt not use public funds to make purchases or as
giveaways, for purposes of sending out or distributing gifts.
(第三章：廉洁纪律; 61. 严禁用公款购买赠送、发放礼品). It is clear that GHEG
management and their colluding criminal colleagues have far more than violated this
Commandment, both in spirit and in substance. The criminal GHEG officials
embezzled and grafted US$millions in just one project out of the many they purport to
“administer”. The US$millions in reimbursements that they have been owing to Zeng
Brothers but which they pocketed were from the government and thus were public
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funds allocated and earmarked for payment to Zeng Brothers. Said US$millions were
simply embezzled, grafted and pocketed by the criminal GHEG officials. In doing so,
said US$millions in public funds were wrongfully pocketed by the criminal GHEG
officials in the form of illicit windfalls which they never earned nor deserved but
procured through organized crimes and racketeering. In other words, the criminal
GHEG officials simply gifted the public funds (owed to Zeng Brothers) to themselves.
Thus the criminal GHEG officials clearly violated the above Commandment which
typically anticipate small gifts, and no where near the US$millions that said GHEG
officials stole to enrich themselves, this is in just one of numerous projects they
“administer”. Thus in terms of the degree of violation, said GHEG officials’ crimes
were especially flagrant and audacious in scope and amount. The same may be said
about the US$millions that the criminal GHEG officials willfully and criminally
withheld from the wages owed to the 200+ construction workers. Thus, whether in
terms of dollar amounts or in number of instances, what the criminal GHEG officials
did were orders of magnitude more blatant, outrageous, unconscionable and culpable
than anticipated and covered by the above Commandment.
(#29) Chapter 3, Section 62: Thou shalt not distribute wages, salaries, work
compensation, financial rewards and monetary awards, in ways and manners that are
against applicable CCP rules and regulations.
(第三章：廉洁纪律; 62. 严禁违规发放薪酬奖金). It is clear that GHEG
management and their colluding criminal officials have more than violated this
Commandment, both in spirit and in substance. The criminal GHEG officials
embezzled and grafted US$millions in just one project out of many they “administer”.
The US$millions in reimbursements that they have been owing to Zeng Brothers but
which they simply grafted and pocketed were from the government and were public
funds allocated and earmarked for payment to Zeng Brothers and the workers. Said
US$millions were willfully embezzled, grafted and pocketed by the criminal GHEG
officials as extra income to themselves and as rewards for their successful
embezzlement of public money and Zeng Brothers’ money. In doing so, said
US$millions in public funds were distributed to the criminal GHEG officials as illicit
windfalls which they did not earn and did not deserve. In other words, the criminal
GHEG officials simply paid out or awarded the public funds (owed to Zeng Brothers
as overdue reimbursements) to themselves. Thus the criminal GHEG officials have
clearly violated the above Commandment. In terms of the degree of violation, said
GHEG officials’ conduct was especially flagrant and audacious in scope and amount.
The same may be said about the US$millions the criminal GHEG officials withheld
from the wages owed to the 200+ construction workers and kept for themselves.
Therefore, whether in amounts or number of instances, what the criminal GHEG
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officials did were orders of magnitude more blatant, outrageous, unconscionable and
culpable than anticipated and covered by the above Commandment.
(#30) Chapter 4, Section 72: Thou shalt not undermine the public and people’s interests
and welfare. (第四章：群众纪律 ; 72. 严禁侵害群众利益). It is very obvious that
GHEG management and their colluding criminal officials have violated this
Commandment, both in spirit and in substance to an extreme degree. The criminal
GHEG officials embezzled and grafted US$millions in public’ funds and in wages
owed to 200+ workers, in just one project out of many they “administer”. As detailed
earlier in this Report, as much as 75% of public funds for public works may have been
embezzled and grafted by the criminal GHEG officials. There can be no doubt that the
US$millions embezzled and grafted from public funds by criminal GHEG officials
have cost taxpayers huge sums and is absolutely againt public interest. The criminal
GHEG officials’ plunder of US$millions of private capital, assets and properties, as
happened to Zeng Brothers, and their use of inhuman savagery in bludgeoning
innocent and victimized workers to further oppress them and cow them into
submission and silence are all acts of extreme depravity and malevolence that
irreparably undermined public interest, injured public trust of government officials,
and ruined the credit and credibility of government officials, government institutions
and government itself. All such consequences are clearly against both the
government’s and the public’s interests.
(#31) Chapter 4, Section 73: Thou shalt not impede or interfere with the public and
people’s rights of self-determination regarding entrepreneurship, and business and
production management. (第四章：群众纪律 ; 73. 严禁干涉群众生产经营自主权).
It is clear that GHEG management and their colluding criminal officials have more
than violated this Commandment, both in spirit and in substance. The criminal GHEG
officials had embezzled and grafted US$millions owed to Zeng Brothers as
reimbursements, and also in wages owed to 200+ workers. By defrauding and stealing
US$millions from Zeng Brothers, criminal GHEG officials succeeded in bankrupting
Zeng Brothers and totally impeded and interfered with Zeng Brothers’ rights to be free
from official impediments to continue as a strong business. In fact, the criminal
GHEG officials had totally destroyed Zeng Brothers and knowingly left the firm with
US$millions in unpaid loans that the criminal GHEG officials also stole and refused to
reimburse from the government funds for this purpose. Each individual worker is like
an entrepreneur and their rights of self-determination, indeed even more importantly
their basic subsistence and survival, were all severely impeded and endangered when
criminal GHEG officials withheld their wages for 13 months, most likely for officials’
private loan-sharking purposes. As for the very severely maimed and crippled
workers, their bodily injuries were a lot worse than mere impediment, as their critical
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ability to earn a living was ruined by the criminal officials instantly through the brutal
bodily injuries the malevolent GHEG officials bludgeoned into them. Thus the above
Commandment was not only violated, but violated in the worse possible manner
imaginable, by the criminal GHEG officials.
(#32) Chapter 4, Section 75: Thou shalt not respond apathetically, dismissively or
disdainfully to any rights or interest appeals, petitions or quests for justice from
aggrieved citizens. (第四章：群众纪律 ; 75. 严禁消极应付群众利益诉求 ). It is
clear that GHEG management and their colluding criminal officials have more than
willfully violated this Commandment, both in spirit and in substance. The criminal
GHEG officials and their superiors not only ignored repeated appeals for justice and
redress from Zeng Case victims, but compounded their corruption by covering up the
sordid official crimes and shielding their criminal colleagues and subordinates. The
facts were, as their official response to their victims’ requests for fair wages and
payment of long-overdue reimbursement amounts and wage arrears, the criminal
GHEG officials and the GHEG management then orchestrated a most inhuman and
sadistic bludgeoning of the aggrieved workers, as detailed earlier in this Report. This
much-needed Commandment is certainly extremely important, but has been
deliberately and contemptuously violated and trampled by said criminal GHEG
officials and their superiors who acted the extreme opposite of its prohibitions by
unleashing massive, inhuman and sadistic violence upon their aggrieved victims,
marshalling more than 40 gangster-quality GHEG officials to calculatedly maim and
terrorize their long-enslaved, unpaid and defenseless worker victims.
(#33) Chapter 4, Section 76: Thou shalt not act or behave rude or rough towards the
public.
(第四章：群众纪律 ; 76. 严禁粗暴对待群众). It is clear that GHEG management
and their colluding criminal officials have more than violated this Commandment, both
in spirit and in substance. As detailed earlier in this Report, the criminal GHEG
officials calculatedly and cold-bloodedly organized more than 40 GHEG officials to
sadistically and inhumanly bludgeon their long-oppressed and long-aggrieved worker
victims in retaliation for the latter’s respectful requests for prompt payment of their
long-overdue and wrongfully withheld wages that were 13 months in arrears. The
Commandment prohibits rude and rough treatment of public petitioners and appellants
for justice and redress. Instead of making amends towards their involuntarily enslaved
workers and correct their grievous wrongs, said criminal GHEG officials malevolently,
sadistically and deliberately compounded their official travesties by unleashing deadly
force against their hardworking, peaceful, compliant but defenseless worker victims, to
further maim and terrorize their enslaved workers to ensure the latter’s abject and total
resignation and despair, lest they be so naive as to entertain even an iota of hope in the
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system or any expectation of ultimate justice or redress from the government. The
corrupt GHEG officials wanted to totally extinguish in their victims’ hearts any last
glimmer of hope in their government or government officials that their hapless and
long-suffering victims might stubbornly cling on to. Contrary to the above
Commandment, no savagery nor sadism was spared by said criminal GHEG officials’
resolute purpose to deliver the maximum shock, awe and horror through official
terroristic violence against the Zeng Case victims. The violation of the above
Commandment was not only total but also in the extreme, yet it may well be a routine
matter for the corrupt GHEG officials given their eagerness and readiness to resort to
the extreme degree of depravity and inhumanity, their large scale and numerosity of
weapon-wielding on-site participants from among the GHEG officials, and their
sophistication and experience in deliberately choosing as weapons, plastic-padded steel
clubs that deliver grave internal injuries to victims’ bodies while largely sparing the
victims’ skin. The malevolent, sadistic, unprovoked, sudden and ferocious attacks, by
criminal GHEG officials, on their long-oppressed, -defrauded, -cheated, -robbed,
-enslaved but totally defenseless worker victims could not be more diametrically
opposed to the above Commandment.
(#34) Chapter 4, Section 77: Thou shalt not resort to fabrication, falsehood, deception,
subterfuge, fraud or deceit, that may in any way cause injury or harm to the interests of
the people or members of the public. (第四章：群众纪律 ; 77. 严禁弄虚作假损害
群众利益 ). It is clear that GHEG management and their collusive criminal officials
have more than violated this Commandment, both in spirit and in substance. As
detailed earlier in this Report, the criminal GHEG officials duped and defrauded Zeng
Brothers and the more than 200 very able construction workers to come to GuiZhou
Province to do construction, then successfully plundered US$millions of Zeng
Brothers’ funds, capital, salaries, buildings, plant and equipment, assets and properties,
and US$millions more by both under-paying the workers and withholding the 200+
construction workers’ wages for more than a year (13 months). The criminal GHEG
officials then preemptively sought to silence their victims through terror and extreme
violence by bludgeoning the defenseless meritorious, victims that they had earlier
oppressed.
(#35) Chapter 4, Section 78: Thou shalt not fabricate or exaggerate achievements, and
in particular falsehoods that may in any way cause harm or injury to the interests of the
nation, citizen groups, or the masses. (第四章：群众纪律 ; 78.严禁好大喜功致使损
害国家、集体或群众利益). It is very obvious that GHEG management and their
collusive criminal provincial officials have more than violated this Commandment,
both in spirit and in substance. By stealing and plundering US$millions from Zeng
Brothers and the workers and forcing them to subsidize the Tunnels Project with
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money, capital, materiel and forced labor, the criminal GHEG officials were able to
pocket US$millions. This ensured that the Tunnels Project would always be completed
well within budget and without any cost overruns. However, this “achievement” as
illusory because (a) Zeng Brothers and the 200+ workers were defrauded, robbed and
enslaved by the criminal GHEG officials in order to create illusory achievements,
thereby trashing government image, reputation and credibility in the processs and
causing irreparable injuries to the Zeng Case victims, who were also attacked with
extreme, inhuman, violence by GHEG officials, (b) Zeng Brothers as a contruction
firm was bankrupted by the criminal GHEG officials as a result of the US$millions
robbed from them, and (c) the US$millions stolen from the Zeng Case victims by
criminal GHEG officials were simply pocketed by said officials who also pocketed the
US$millions in reimbursements provided by the Tunnels budget. All the above acts
thus created the illusory competence of the criminal GHEG officials. Moreover by
perpetrating the grievous atrocities and crimes as described in this Report, the criminal
GHEG officials gravely undermined both the government’s and the public’s interests
through their fraud and deceit, embezzlement, graft, corruption and official
gangsterism. The many US$millions that the criminal GHEG officials claimed,
embezzled, grafted and pocketed from the Tunnels budget all added greatly to the costs
of the Tunnels Project and thus gravely injured, harmed and burdened the government,
the private sector, the public and the people. The large-scale operation of the criminal
GHEG officials also meant that they’ve trained an army of embezzling, grafting and in
every respect corrupt, government officials, further causing grievous injury to
government and national interests, and the interests of the private sector and the
people.
(#36) Chapter 4, Section 79: Thou shalt not refuse to render protection, aid or rescue to
public members who are in distress or danger. (第四章：群众纪律 ; 79.严禁党员见
危不救). It is clear that GHEG management and their collusive criminal officials have
more than violated this Commandment, both in spirit and in substance. As detailed
earlier in this Report, the criminal GHEG officials did far worse than the prohibition of
the Commandment, cold-bloodedly, calculatedly and sadistically putting their
defrauded and long-victimized and long-enslaved worker victims in mortal danger,
rather than protecting or helping or saving people. To further intimidate and silence
their aggrieved and long-suffering victims, the criminal GHEG officials then savagely
and ferociously bludgeoned their oppressed workers so the latter would not ever dare
to think of fighting back. Thus the criminal GHEG officials calculatedly went against
the Commandment to the maximum degree by craftily, sadistically and aggressively
going out of their way to maim, terrorize and cause extreme physical and
psychological injuries to innocent and aggrieved members of the public who slaved
under GHEG’s fraud, malice, oppression and tyranny. The GHEG officials’ terror
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campaign did succeed in causing their victims long-term injuries and disabilities, and
did instill in their victims the maximum fear of official retaliation should the victims
even think of blowing the whistle on the corrupt officials.
(#37) Chapter 4, Section 80: Thou shalt not compromise the public’s right to know the
truth and to be fully informed on matters of interest and concern to them. (第四章：
群众纪律 ; 80. 严禁侵犯群众知情权). As detailed earlier in this Reprt, it is obvious
that GHEG management and their collusive criminal officials have more than willfully
violated this Commandment, both in spirit and in substance. Going far beyond the
prohibition of this Commandment, the criminal GHEG officials deliberately and
actively hid information and truth from the Zeng Case victims by telling them outright
lies. The Zeng Case victims were purposely misled, cheated, defrauded and robbed by
the criminal GHEG officials which were acts far worse than compromising their
victims’ rights to know. Subsequent efforts of communication with GHEG’s top
management resulted in their total stonewalling, thereby again willfully violating this
Commandment. In fact the criminal GHEG officials and their superiors simply refuse
to take any action but chose to continue to protect their collusive, criminal,
racketeering subordinates and simply ignored their victims’ and our appeals, despite
having full knowledge, and in any event been fully informed, of all the facts and
details. In fact GHEG management was not only intimately familiar with what took
place but actually masterminded and ratified the whole criminal, racketeering
enterprise at GHEG. Otherwise, there is no way to explain their continued dead
silence and total inaction on the Zeng Case for the past seven to eight years.
(#38) Chapter 5, Section 81: Thou shalt not fail to diligently and thoroughly carry out
the policies of the CCP and that of the central government. (第五章：工作纪律 ; 81.
严禁党员领导干部不认真贯彻落实党和国家方针政策). As detailed earlier in this
Reprt, it is clear that GHEG management and their collusive criminal officials have
more than willfully violated this Commandment, both in spirit and in substance.
GHEG officials’ violations are far worse because, rather than performing their duties
and carry out sound policies of CCP and the central government, as mandated by the
Commandment, they had willfully gone directly against said policies. Not only that,
GHEG officials actively and persistently engaged in the most immoral, unethical and
criminal activities that officials of government can possibly engage in by embezzling,
grafting, defrauding, plundering and robbing money, capital, labor, assets and
properties, both from the government and the private sector, and did so on a massive
scale, stealing US$millions and as much as 75% or more of government budgets in just
one modest tunnels project alone. They also resorted to the worst forms of
gangsterism that one can imagine, with extreme violence, sadism, barbarism and
inhumanity. They further compounded their extreme and ruthless crimes and
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racketeering activities with subsequent, persistent condonation and cover-up of the
mountains of crimes they have perpetrated over the years and aggressively shielded
and protected all the criminal officials that they managed and supervised. All these
were done knowingly and willfully, in direct opposition to the very purposes and goals
of the Commandment.
(#39) Chapter 5, Section 82: Thou shalt not, while acting in the role and capacity of
party members, cadres or leaders, behave or act in open opposition to the CCP. (第五
章：工作纪律 ; 82.党员领导干部职权范围内发生公开反党行为). As detailed
earlier in this Reprt, it is clear that GHEG management and their collusive criminal
officials have more than willfully violated this Commandment, both in spirit and in
substance. The officials’ violations are far worse because they did not just oppose, but
openly and notoriously worked against more than half of the 100 CCP
Commandments, in most instances in the most criminal and destructive manners
possible. Unlike words, such criminal acts of the GHEG were far more harmful and
destructive and caused far greater grievous harm to the masses and to society than any
words could. The GHEG officials have acted much like a provincial tyranny that prey
upon the working class and private businesses, to defraud, deceive, plunder and rob
enormous sums, on top of embezzling and grafting even more from public works funds
and budgets. Since CCP Commandments are stricter than laws, GHEG’s blatantly
criminal acts and racketeering activities which were obviously and glaringly against
the CCP Commandments, were far worse in their impact on society in general and their
victims, including taxpayers, in particular. In doing so, criminal GHEG officials
gravely undermined public trust in CCP and the government and irreparably and
irreversibly tarnished the CCP image and reputation, and those of the government
itself.
(#40) Chapter 5, Section 83: Thou shalt not fail to perform your duties to strictly
enforce disciplinary rules and regulations of the CCP. [including all CCP
Commandments] in any organization or entity that CCP has influence or control. (第
五章：工作纪律 ; 83. 严禁党组织不履行从严治党责任). As detailed earlier in this
Reprt, it is clear that GHEG management and their collusive criminal officials have
more than willfully violated this Commandment, both in spirit and in substance. The
criminal GHEG officials obviously knew that they were engaged in criminal activities
and on a massive scale. They knew their crimes were clear violations of this
Commandment, yet they persisted, driven by the easy, huge windfalls of embezzling
and grafting from public works projects and from their plundering, cheating and
robbing of private businesses and the workers. Instead of performing their duties or
enforcing discipline, the criminal GHEG officials diligently and aggressively shielded,
protected, and covered up their racketeering crimes and their subordinates and partners
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in crime. The GHEG officials thus not only failed to observe the Commandment, but
went to extreme lengths to do exactly what the Commandment prohibited, and
aggravated their crimes by willful intransigence to this very day and moment.
(#41) Chapter 5, Section 84: Thou shalt not fail to follow applicable rules and
regulations [including all CCP Commandments] while handlng any disciplinary matter.
(第五章：工作纪律 ; 84.严禁党组织违规处理违纪工作). As detailed earlier in this
Reprt, it is clear that GHEG management and their collusive criminal officials have
more than willfully violated this Commandment, both in spirit and in substance. The
criminal GHEG officials not only failed to follow the disciplinary rules and
regulations, such as the 100 CCP Commandments, but willfully flouted them. In fact
they acted the very opposite of this Commandment by active involvement and
participation in the egregious crimes described earlier in this Report, and compounding
their evil conduct with extreme violence and terrorism upon their victims. In
subsequent handling of the large-scale criminal activities, they acted diligently and
vigorously to protect evil and shield the GHEG criminals, while continuing to deny
justice and redress to their victims to this day. Not only the GHEG officials failed to
observe this Commandment, they openly flouted it and massively went against its very
prohibitions. This Commandment anticipates that the handlers of disciplines are not
criminals themselves but are obligated to strictly follow the disciplinary rules. In
contrast, the GHEG officials who supposedly are to follow the disciplinary rules when
administrating and ruling on discipline are none other than the criminal officials’
protectors, even masterminds. The violation of this Commandment by criminal
GHEG officials and management are orders of magnitude worse in criminality and
culpability. It is thus not surprising that the GHEG officials have behaved the way
they have been, in the last seven to eight years. In the Zeng Case here, the very worst
of criminals are holding offices of, and pretending to act as, party cops and
disciplinarians.
(#42) Chapter 5, Section 85: Thou shalt not be in dereliction of duties and
responsibilities such that individuals under your management or supervision rebel,
abandon, desert or escape. (第五章：工作纪律 ; 85. 严禁因渎职导致所管理人员叛
逃和出走). As detailed earlier in this Reprt, it is clear that GHEG management and
their collusive criminal officials have more than willfully violated this Commandment,
both in spirit and in substance. The Report showed earlier how criminal GHEG
officials had defrauded and oppressed the Zeng Case victims with US$millions in
deliberately withheld and unpaid cash advances, reimbursements, salaries and worker
wages. Any of these acts alone would greatly increase the chance of rebellion,
abandonment, desertion or escape by the victims. When criminal GHEG officials
further sought to terrorize the Zeng Case victims with extreme violence, severely
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bludgeoning the peaceful and long-suffering Zeng Case victims, their extreme
barbarism, sadism and inhumanity finally forced the Zeng Case victims to leave and go
home. The GHEG officials not only violated this Commandment but also deliberately
and calculatedly created the very outcome that the Commandment sought to prevent.
In this way, the GHEG officials’ violation of this Commandment is orders of
magnitude worse than normal violations, as the workers were deliberately driven away
by GHEG officials’ calculated, sadistic, inhuman and terroristic violence against the
highly commendable workers, causing the long-suffering victims to leave in horror.
(#43) Chapter 5, Section 86: Thou shalt not conceal or hide information and reports, or
fabricate or present hollow or false reports, or engage in activities of like nature. (第五
章：工作纪律 ; 86. 严禁瞒报和虚假汇报行为). As detailed earlier in this Reprt, it
is clear that GHEG management and their collusive criminal officials have more than
willfully violated this Commandment, both in spirit and in substance. What the
criminal GHEG officials had done were far worse than the prohibition of this
Commandment. The fact was that said GHEG officials used preemptive, terroristic
violence against their existing Zeng Case victims in order to ensure that they would
thereby become so totally fearful of official retaliation and violence as to not dare
expose the corrupt GHEG officials. If the GHEG officials would go to such extremes
to silence their victims, it should be obvious that any reports that they make or respond
regarding the Zeng Case victims would be even more audaciously and extremely false
and fabricated, designed for concealment and cover-up rather than revelation of their
wanton official criminality or truth. Throughout their interactions with the Zeng Case
victims, the GHEG officials’ acts have been filled with fraud and deceit, duplicity,
trickery, oppression, malevolence, insatiable greed for embezzlement and graft,
extreme official physical violence, terror, savagery, sadism and inhumanity, and efforts
to gag and silence the Zeng Case victims with intimidation and barbarism. Such acts
were orders more serious and damaging than the less than truthful reporting prohibited
by the Commandment. The subsequent vigorous concealment and cover-up of their
crimes by GHEG officials would also violate this Commandment.
(#44) Chapter 5, Section 87: Thou shalt not, while acting in the role and capacity of
party members, cadres or leaders, intervene, interfere or impede market economy or
engage in activities of like consequences. (第五章：工作纪律 ; 87. 严禁党员领导干
部违规干预和插手市场经济活动). As detailed earlier in this Reprt, what the
criminal officials had done were far worse than the prohibition of this Commandment.
Having duped and defrauded Zeng Brothers and caused their victims US$millions in
losses and failing to pay Zeng Brothers even one cent after the victims had trustingly
advanced US$millions in purchases of heavy and light equipment, buildings, materiel
and workers’ wages, the criminal GHEG officials totally bankrupted a growing, 20ZC-Violations.pdf
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year-old private firm that is capable of providing 200+ jobs. Not only did GHEG
officials robbed Zeng Brothers all they have, they also took the US$millions in private
loans and interest that Zeng Brothers borrowed from individuals which still need to be
paid. The lenders include farmers and villagers of very limited means who were also
ruined and bankrupted by GHEG officials’ theft and robbery of Zeng Brothers. Thus
the GHEG officials had destroyed more than 200 X 7 = 1,400 man-years of jobs that
Zeng Brothers would have been able to provide to the economy, had criminal officials
not engaged in fraud, robbery, extortion and plunder of private businesses and labor,
and paid Zeng Brothers the salaries, reimbursements and reasonable profits that they
fully deserved and never received any, contrary to GHEG officials’ promises. The
criminal GHEG officials’ organized crimes had done extensive damages to the market
economy by callously destroying private firms and bankrupting their owners and
individual lenders through theft and robbery of private capital and assets and
embezzlement and graft of government funds. The GHEG officials also resorted to
gangland violence of the worst and most ruthless kind to intimidate and silence their
victims, leveraging on the power and authority of their government official positions to
the maximum to prey on the private business sector and the construction workers.
Their total abuse of their offices as government officials enabled them to easily strawpipe the maximum amount of financial blood from both the private sector and the
government (i.e. taxpayers) with total impunity and cover-up. The large scale and
organized crime nature of the criminal GHEG officials’ racketeering and extreme
violence have caused huge, irreparable, permanent and continuing damages to the free
market and the national economy. Such extreme, systemic and organized official
crimes of GHEG as detailed in the Zeng Case Report here went far beyond the
prohibition or even the anticipation of the Commandment.
(#45) Chapter 5, Section 88: Thou shalt not in any way impede or interfere with
judicial administrations, acts and processes of justice, and as prohibited by applicable
rules and regulations. (第五章：工作纪律 ; 88.严禁违规干预司法行为). As detailed
earlier in this Zeng Case Report, what the criminal GHEG officials had done were far
worse than the prohibition of this Commandment. The criminal GHEG officials used
the local courts to stage sham lawsuits and obtain sham judgments and court orders
which were then used to further oppress and rob Zeng Brothers and the workers, and to
perfect their extensive crimes. What the criminal GHEG officials did, as detailed in
the Zeng Case Report here, were far more egregious and unlawful than the mere
impediment or interference of the judicial process. They were in fact hijacking the
courts and the judicial processes to augment and amplify their criminal racketeering for
maximum embezzlement and graft of both private and government funds and assets to
enrich their private illicit fortunes and to create false judicial records to whitewash and
perfect their extensive official crimes and racketeering activities. By orchestrating
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sham lawsuits and by fabricating and presenting false allegations and evidence so as to
effect their desired miscarriage of justice, what the criminal GHEG officials did were
clearly orders of magnitude worse than what are prohibited by this Commandment.
(#46) Chapter 5, Section 89: Thou shalt not impede or interfere with government’s
proper administration of public finance, including the distribution and allocation of
funds and capital, the proper establishment and evaluation of projects, government
rewards, incentive and awards programs and activities, and as prohibited by applicable
rules and regulations. (第五章：工作纪律 ; 89.严禁违规干预公共财政资金分配、
项目立项评审、政府奖励表彰等活动 ). As detailed earlier in this Report, what the
criminal GHEG officials had done were orders worse than the prohibition of this
Commandment. The criminal GHEG officials’ unbridled embezzlement, graft and
looting of both private capital and government funds, their repeated fraud and deceit in
the name of the GuiZhou Provincial Government and as government officials, their
staging of sham lawsuits to successfully whitewash their crimes and to perfect their
criminal racketeering, and their use of extreme, gangland-style, physical violence to
terrorize their victims whose overdue reimbursements, salaries and wages were also
embezzled and grafted by the criminal GHEG officials, were clearly orders of
magnitude worse than the acts prohibited by this Commandment.
(#47) Chapter 5, Section 95: Thou shalt not fail to perform thy official responsibilities
and duties, through deliberate inaction, failure to act, or otherwise acting in less than
accurate, correct or proper manner. (第五章：工作纪律 ; 95. 严禁其他不履行或者
不正确履行职责的行为). As detailed earlier in this Report, what the criminal GHEG
officials had done were far worse than the prohibition of this Commandment. The
criminal GHEG officials’ rapacious embezzlement, graft and looting of private capital
and government funds, their repeated fraud and deceit in the name of the GuiZhou
Provincial Government and as government officials, their staging of sham lawsuits to
successfully whitewash all their crimes and to perfect their criminal racketeering, and
their deliberate use of extreme, sadistic, gangland-style, physical violence to
calculatedly further terrorize their victims whose overdue reimbursements, salaries and
wages were embezzled and grafted by the criminal GHEG officials, were orders of
magnitude worse than the inaction or less than correct or proper actions prohibited by
this Commandment.
(#48) Chapter 6, Section 96: Thou shalt not live extravagantly, or indulge in pleasures.
(第六章：生活纪律 ; 96. 严禁生活奢靡、贪图享乐). As detailed earlier in this
Report, what the criminal GHEG officials had done were far worse than the prohibition
of this Commandment. Whereas Section 96 prohibits extravagance even where one
uses one’s legitimate income, the US$millions that GHEG officials embezzled, grafted,
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defrauded and stole from Zeng Case victims and the government were clearly illicit,
and given the criminal officials’ wantonness, will no doubt be spent lavishly and
extravagantly. Note that the Tunnels Project was just one of numerous projects, many
far larger, overseen by the criminal GHEG officials whose total embezzlement and
graft of private and public funds and assets would easily be in US$billions, if not in
fact an order or two larger in magnitude. Thus this Commandment was violated by the
criminal GHEG officials when they spend, which they are certain to do, the
US$billions in illicit personal fortunes that they have embezzled and grafted while in
office and working as government officials.
(#49) Chapter 6, Section 97: Thou shalt not engage in promiscuous or improper sexual
relationships. (第六章：生活纪律 ; 97. 严禁与他人发生不正当性关系). While the
violation of this Commandment is not directly proven, it can be inferred reasonably. It
is well known that the great majority of government officials who embezzled or grafted
millions or far more, have extremely loose morals and self-control. Not only that, the
great majority of them not only live extravagant lives but indulge in numerous extramarital, promiscuous sexual relationships. Frequently, it is the fallout from one or
more such indulgent and promiscuous sexual relationships that exposed the culpable,
corrupt government officials’ embezzlement and graft. We have detailed earlier in this
Report how the criminal GHEG officials were totally unprincipled, immoral and
ruthless. Those traits, when coupled with US$millions to US$billions in illicit
windfalls that the criminal GHEG officials have been able to steal from both the
private sector and the government, would portend their inevitable violation of this
Commandment.
(#50) Chapter 6, Section 98: Thou shalt not violate public law and order or good and
moral social tradition or custom. (第六章：生活纪律 ; 98. 严禁违反公序良俗). As
detailed earlier in this Report, what the criminal GHEG officials had done were far
worse than the prohibition of this Commandment. The criminal GHEG officials’
repeated acts of fraud and deceit, embezzlement and graft of both public and private
funds, capital, assets and properties to the tune of US$millions in just one modest
Tunnels Project are orders worse than the prohibitions of this Commandment. These
high crimes were compounded by the criminal GHEG officials in their employment of
extreme violence and terror to cow their Zeng Case victims into total resignation and
silence under threat of even more violence and retaliation from the gangster GHEG
officials. Another grave compounding of their crimes was the GHEG officials’
orchestration of sham lawsuits with fabricated and totally false allegations and
accusations to whitewash themselves of their horrendous crimes and to further oppress
Zeng Brothers with sham judgment and court order that would allow them to aggravate
the plight of Zeng Brothers and confiscate their long-suffering victims’ plant and
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buildings without any compensation whatsoever. Finally, all the above grave injuries
to Zeng Brothers and miscarriage of justice were aggressively covered up by the
criminal GHEG officials. Any of the above numerous crimes by GHEG officials
would be an extreme violation of this Commandment, in severity and magnitude that
are orders greater than the norm.
(#51) Chapter 6, Section 99: Thou shalt not violate social and public morals and ethics.
(第六章：生活纪律 ; 99. 严禁违反社会公德). As detailed earlier in this Report,
what the criminal GHEG officials had done were far worse than the simple prohibition
of this Commandment. The criminal GHEG officials’ repeated acts of fraud and
deceit, their graft and embezzlement of both public and private funds, capital, assets
and properties to the tune of US$millions in just one modest Tunnels Project, and
certainly US$billions more over the years from the numerous projects overseen, are
orders of magnitude worse than the prohibitions of this Commandment. These high
crimes were compounded by the criminal GHEG officials in their employment of
extreme violence and terror to cow their Zeng Case victims into total resignation and
silence under threat of even more violence and retaliation from the gangster GHEG
officials. Another grave compounding of their crimes was the GHEG officials’
orchestration of sham lawsuits with fabricated and totally false allegations and
accusations to whitewash themselves of their horrendous crimes and to further oppress
Zeng Brothers with sham judgment and court order that would allow them to further
aggravate the plight of Zeng Brothers and confiscate the latter’s plant and buildings
without compensation whatsoever. Finally, all the above grave injuries to Zeng
Brothers and miscarriage of justice were aggressively covered up by the criminal
GHEG officials. Any of the above numerous crimes by GHEG officials would be an
extreme violation of this Commandment in severity and magnitude that are orders
greater than the norm.
By the foregoing detailed factual analyses, (#01) through (#51), we have demonstrated
that out of the 100 CCP Commandments, at least 51 of them have been knowingly and
flagrantly violated, typically in an extreme manner and to an extreme degree. The
criminal GHEG officials not only failed to follow the disciplinary rules and
regulations, such as the 100 CCP Commandments, but willfully flouted them. In fact
they acted the very opposite of 51 of the 100 Commandments by active involvement
and participation in the egregious crimes described earlier in this Report, and
compounding their evil conduct with extreme violence and terrorism upon their
victims. In subsequent handling of the large-scale criminal activities, they acted
diligently and vigorously to protect evil and to shield the GHEG criminals, while
continuing to deny justice and redress to their victims to this day.
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WE HAVE DEMONSTRATED lucidly that the criminal GHEG officials not only have
violated more than half of the 100 CCP Commandments, but also violated them in
most flagrant and unconscionable ways that would qualify them as among the worst
criminals of any society or nation. Since this Zeng Case Report is being publicized on
the Internet, there are many questions that readers are likely to raise. Among them one
of the most important question is “What will the CCP do about these criminal GHEG
officials?” Obviously, the minimum that anyone would expect the government in
Beijing and in particular the CPP to do is to immediately restore the long-delayed
justice to the Zeng Case victims and fully compensate the victims without further
delay, and to swiftly and resolutely punish the criminal GHEG officials. Since
government actions speak far louder than words, any failure by the government to act
fully, including removing the criminal officials, or even any prolonged delay in taking
such actions, will broadcast loudly to the World, to both the public and the criminal
government officials, that:
1. It is OK to gravely violate more than half of the 100 CCP Commandments, and still
be able to enjoy the power, authority and benefits of being a government official;
2. The government is not really serious about the 100 CCP Commandments, and you
can seriously, indeed gravely, violate more than half of them and still get away with it.
3. Despite government’s anti-corruption efforts, some criminal officials are
untouchable.
4. Government is in self-denial and self-humiliation by taking no action in the face of
such extreme and massive violations of CCP Commandments.
5. The 100 Commandments are for show, not truly enforced even in situations of
massive violations by large groups of government officials.
Last edited: January 18, 2018
DONATION APPEAL:
Zeng Brothers are losing their home of great sentimental value to creditors whose
money the corrupt and rapacious government officials had stolen (as detailed
above) Please Kindly Donate Whatever You Can To Them Via Paypal.Com.
Thank You!
To Donate Money Via Paypal, Please Use This Email: 3282884096@qq.com
(Usse of copy & paste is recommended to avoid typographical errors)
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